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AN EXTENSION OF THE LAPLACE TRANSFORM

TO SCHWARTZ DISTRIBUTIONS*

By Douglas B. Price

Langley Research Center

SUMMARY

A new characterization of the Laplace transform is developed which extends the

transform to the Schwartz distributions. The class of distributions includes, in addition

to all ordinary functions, the impulse functions and other singular functions which occur

as solutions to ordinary and partial differential equations. The standard theorems on

analyticity, uniqueness, and invertibility of the transform are proved by using the new

characterization as the definition of the Laplace transform. The new definition uses

sequences of linear transformations on the space of distributions in a manner suggested

by a paper of E. Gesztelyi which extended the Laplace transform to another class of gen-

eralized functions, the Mikusiiski operators. It is shown that the new sequential defini-

tion of the transform is equivalent to Schwartz' extension of the ordinary Laplace

transform to distributions but, in contrast to Schwartz' definition, does not use the dis-

tributional Fourier transform.

Several theorems are proved concerning the application of exponential shifts and

dilatations to distributions. In particular, the sequence formed by multiplying an integra-

ble distribution and its independent variable by the sequence of positive integers converges

as the integer index approaches infinity to a constant multiple of the delta distribution.

The constant corresponds to the integral of the distribution. It is also proved that such a

sequence can converge only if the original distribution is a distribution of slow growth.

The limit of such a dilatation sequence must always be a linear combination of the delta

distribution and the distribution corresponding to the Cauchy principal value of an improper

integral. Moreover, such dilatation sequences and exponential shifts are used to define the

Laplace transform of the original distribution.

All the results are extended to the n-dimensional case, but proofs are presented only

for those situations that require methods different from their one-dimensional analogs.

The work reported in this paper is part of a Ph. D. thesis entitled "On the Laplace

Transform for Distributions," submitted by the author to North Carolina State University,

Raleigh, N.C., in March 1973. Part of the author's work was supported by the U.S. Army

Research Office, Durham, N.C.



INTRODUCTION

The Laplace transform has been an important tool of applied mathematicians and
engineers for many years. The properties of the ordinary Laplace transform have been
well known at least since Widder published his book, "The Laplace Transform," (ref. 1)
in 1941. L. Schwartz (ref. 2) extended the Laplace transform to distributions in 1952,
and there have been many other extensions since then. (For example, see refs. 3 to 6.)
In this report another characterization of the Laplace transform for distributions is given
and is used to prove the standard theorems on analyticity, uniqueness, and invertibility of
the transform.

The work which led to this study was motivated by a paper of E. Gesztelyi on linear
operator transformations (ref. 7). Two classes of transformations he considers are the
dilatations Uj and expontial shifts T - P which are defined for ordinary functions f,
complex numbers p, and positive integers j by

Uj f(t) = j f(jt)

T - p f(t) = e - p t f(t)

Gesztelyi shows that whenever the sequence U f converges (in the sense of Mikusiifski
convergence (ref. 8)), the limit is necessarily a complex number. In addition, he proves
that if f is a function which has a Laplace transform at p, then the sequence of functions

Uj T-P f(t)} converges (in the Mikusiiski sense) as j - - to the classical Laplace trans-

form of f at p. He then defines the Laplace transform of a Mikusifiski operator x as
the limit (whenever it exists in the sense of Mikusifiski convergence) of the sequence

(UjT P), and shows that this definition generalizes the previous formulations of the

Laplace transform for Mikusinski operators of G. Doetsch (ref. 9), and V. A. Ditkin and
A. P. Prudnikov (refs. 10 and 11). Since the dilatations Uj and shifts T-P may be
defined on the space of Schwartz distributions, it was conjectured that there might be
results analogous to Gesztelyi's results in this different setting.

It will be assumed that the reader of this report is familiar with the basic results
concerning distributions and their test functions. These results can be found in any of the
many readily available textbooks on the subject of distributions or generalized functions.
In particular, the books of Zemanian (ref. 3) and Horvath (ref. 12) contain all the informa-
tion required for a thorough understanding of this report.
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Denote by L(Rn) the space of all infinitely differentiable complex-valued func-

tions of the n-dimensional real variable t = tl 2, . . ., tn with compact support. If

S= jl,2' j . in is a multi-index, then P(J)(t) or aj 0(t) denotes

j1 j2 In
at1 at 2 . . at

where Iji = j1+2 + - + in. A sequence (Pk) in 7z(Rn), converges to zero in ,(Rn)

as k - oo if there is a fixed compact set C containing the support of every Pk; and

for every multi-index j, j converges to zero uniformly on C as k - .

Denote by Z'(Rn) the space of all linear transformations f from 4(Rn) to the

complex field which are continuous in the sense that if (0k) converges to zero in &A(Rn),

then the sequence of complex numbers (f, Ik) converges to zero as k - -. Although

there are several different ways to assign topologies to J(Rn) and determine the set

/'(Rn) of continuous linear functionals on Z-(Rn), no topology will be defined explicitly

here since the notion of sequential continuity is sufficient for the needs of this report.

The elements of 1Y'(Rn) are the distributions defined by L. Schwartz in reference 2. In

the sequel, when the dimension of the space Rn is understood, , and ' will be

written for. z(Rn) and '(Rn), respectively.

Let J(Rn) (or ?) denote the space of infinitely differentiable complex-valued

functions of t = tl, t 2 , . .. , tn which approach zero faster than any power of l/1tl as

It j - -. Give J the locally convex topology defined by the family qkj of seminorms

where

qk,j() = max((1 + t2)kaj 0(t) :tC Rn)

for every positive integer k and multi-index j. The space J' of weakly continuous

linear functionals on j consists of the tempered distributions or distributions of slow

growth.

Let E(Rn) (or d) denote the space of all infinitely differentiable complex-valued

functions on Rn. For each compact set C and each multi-index j, define the seminorm

qC,j by
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QC,j(P) = max 8 P(t) : t CC

Equip S with the locally convex topology defined by the family C, of seminorms,

and let &'(Rn) or 6' denote the space of weakly continuous linear functionals on 8.
Then E' is the space of distributions of compact support. It follows from standard

results in the theory of distributions that .Zc J c 6, that _i is dense in both J and

C with their respective topologies, and that S' c ' c,-'.

In the next section the space -V of bounded infinitely differentiable functions and

its subset -o consisting of those functions in V which converge to zero along with

each derivative as I t I - oo are introduced. Distributions in o', sometimes called

integrable distributions, are characterized as those which satisfy certain a priori bounds
when applied to test functions in A, and it is shown that each distribution in -o' may be
extended to all of -V.

In the third section the linear transformations Uj and T - P are introduced. It is

shown that if f is in 5o, then (Uf) converges in O' as j - a to , 1)5. Also,

distributions h that are limits of sequences of the form (U f) are characterized as

linear combinations of 6(t) and p.v. . This characterization gives an example p.v.linear combinations of (t) and p.v.)

of a distribution f which is not in -3, but for which the sequence Uj converges in

'. The distribution p.v. is in .A', however, and it is proved that the sequence jf)

can converge in ,L7' only if f is in 2'.

In the fourth section the Laplace transform of a distribution f is defined by

L[f](p) - lim T Pf, (1)

where 0(0) : 0. Theorem 3 shows that if T-Plf and T P2f are both in d', then
definition (1) may be used for all complex numbers p with Re pl < Re p < Re p 2 . This
definition is used to prove the standard properties of analyticity, invertibility, and unique-
ness of the Laplace transform.

Since Schwartz was the first to extend the Laplace transform to distributions, all
other extensions (including those of Zemanian and Ishihara) are compared with his in the
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references. It is shown in the fourth section that definition (1) is equivalent to Schwartz's

definition of the transform.

In the fifth section the results of the third and fourth sections are extended to dis-

tributions in ,I'(Rn). The extensions are, for the most part, straightforward; so only

those which require basically new methods in n-dimensions are proved. The appendix

contains the construction of a partition of unity used several places in the text and the

proofs of several lemmas needed in the text.

SYMBOLS AND NOTATION

Due to the theoretical nature of this report, most of the symbols are used in a

generic rather than in a specific sense. For this reason, the symbol list will be divided

into three parts. First, the symbols used generically will be listed in groups according

to their usage. Next, the symbols with specific meaning will be listed alphabetically.

Finally, the mathematical symbols used in the report will be listed.

Generic Symbols

r't,' real independent variables, dimension may be >1
a,r Tw, 

j

p,q complex independent variables

,, test functions

f,g,h distributions

F analytic functions of the complex variable p

i,j,k,
m,2,vj indices (nonnegative integers)

j,k multi-indices (n-tuples of nonnegative integers). It is specified in the text

whether j and k have dimension 1 or n

I,J index sets for sums or unions

M,N,n positive integer constants
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77, A complex constants

c,d,a,P3 real constants

a,b n-dimensional real constants

C compact subsets of Rn

E small positive constants

K,L,P positive numbers used as bounds

n domains of definition for Laplace transform

x Mikusifiski operators

Any of the generic symbols can have subscript indices or superscript primes to

indicate different elements of the same type.

Specific Symbols

Spaces:

-- (Rn) space of infinitely differentiable complex-valued functions of an n-dimensional

real variable, each of whose derivatives is bounded

-"'(Rn) space of continuous linear functionals from -p(Rn) to the space of complex

numbers - the dual space of -S(Rn)

ao(Rn )  space of infinitely differentiable complex-valued functions of an n-dimensional

real variable, each of whose derivatives approaches zero at infinity

io(Rn) space of continuous linear functionals from o (Rn ) to the space of complex

numbers - the dual space of ;o(R n ) - sometimes called integrable

distributions

t'-(Rn) space of infinitely differentiable complex-valued functions of an n-dimensional

real variable, each of which is zero except in a compact subset of R n

6



,'(Rn) space of continuous linear functionals from A'(Rn) to the space of complex

numbers - the dual space of sz(Rn) - the Schwartz distributions

C n  space of n-tuples of complex numbers

6 (Rn) space of infinitely differentiable complex-valued functions of an n-dimensional

real variable

8'(Rn) space of continuous linear functionals from ' (Rn) to the space of complex

numbers - the dual space of E(Rn) - the compact distributions

L 1  space of integrable functions of a real variable

Rn space of n-tuples of real numbers; when n = 1, this space is denoted R

2 (Rn) space of infinitely differentiable functions of an n-dimensional real variable,

each of whose derivatives approaches zero faster than every power of the

independent variable - the functions of rapid descent

A'(Rn) space of continuous linear functionals from J(Rn) to the space of complex

numbers - the dual space of 2(Rn) - the tempered distributions or dis-

tributions of slow growth

Other symbols:

p1/2 1
A= /2 exp dt

-1/2 4t2  1

17r Fourier transform (sometimes denoted by (~))

3 -1 inverse Fourier transform

G(w) function defined in the proof of theorem 12

Im imaginary part of a complex number

L Laplace transform

7



p.v. i distribution defined in example 2
t

qkj seminorm used to define topology of space ,1(Rn)

qk,j seminorm used to define topology of space J(Rn)

qC,j seminorm used to define topology of space 6'(Rn)

Re real part of a complex number

T - P  a linear transformation on the space of distributions - called exponential shift

Ua a linear transformation on the space of distributions - called dilatation

transformation

Yk) a partition of unity defined in the appendix

rr path for integration of analytic function used in proof of theorem 12

6 delta distribution defined for every test function q by (6, ) = 0(0)

Mathematical Symbols

f, # evaluation of a distribution f at test function P - a complex number.

(f f is a locally integrable function, then f, = f(t) q(t) dt)

O direct product or tensor product

* convolution

Ssummation

(A:B) set of all A such that B is true

U union

C containment - means "is a subset of"

8



C containment - means "is an element of"

Euclidean norm in Rn (or the order of a multi-index j,

Ii = Jl+J i2 + +J n)

max maximum

sup supremum

1 in addition to the positive integer one, this sometimes represents the func-

tion whose value is always the positive integer one

f distribution defined for every test function 4 by i(t), (t)) = f(t), (-t));

similarly for g

an extension of distribution f - defined in theorem 2

Fourier transform of P

THE SPACE o

Denote by 6(Rn) (or, where Rn is understood, by -) the space of all complex-

valued functions of an n-dimensional real variable t = tl, t 2 , . . ., tn which possess

continuous and bounded partial derivatives of all orders. For each multi-index j, define

the seminorm qj on b by

qj(P) = sup (8 a(t): t Rn (2)

and equip -4 with the locally convex topology determined by the family of seminorms

(qj. (For convenience, hereafter, sup f(t) or sup f(t) will denote sup(f(t) : tC R

A sequence k) converges in - to a function 4 with respect to this topology if, and

only if, each derived sequence (aJ k) converges uniformly to 00.

9



It is easy to see that _ C -43 c. The subspace zl is not dense in B, however,
because the constant function 1(t) is in $ but cannot be uniformly approximated by
functions in -, since for any 0 in 0

q0 [C(t) - 1(t)] = supl(t) - 1(t) 1 1

For this reason the dual space -' of - cannot be identified with a subspace of the
space &r- of distributions. In fact Zemanian (ref. 4) demonstrates this condition by
giving an example of a nonzero generalized function in -' whose restriction to - is
the zero distribution.

Since this work will be confined to the class ' of distributions, it is necessary
to consider a subspace -o of -N consisting of those functions in - each of whose
derivatives approach zero as It I - oo. Specifically, a function P is in -So if, and
only if, 0 is in V and for each multi-index j and each positive number e, there is

a compact set Cje such that if t is not in C j, then I8j O(t)l < .

Give -o the topology induced by V which makes -o a locally convex topolog-

ical vector space. To see that z is dense in -o, let k) be a sequence of functions

in 0 such that

k(t) = 1 (It5 k)

8k(t)=0 
t I>k+1)

sup 8j)(t) sup 1

for every multi-index j. If p is a function in Po, then (k () is a sequence in M

that converges in Vo to 0, which shows that 0 is dense in Io. Therefore, the
dual space o of fo is a subspace of A' and a distribution f in R'o is com-
pletely determined by its values on t'. The following theorem is a useful characteriza-
tion of distributions in -'.

0
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Theorem 1: A distribution f is in ' if, and only if, there is

a number K such that

f, K max sup q5) (3)
j 1K t

for every p in JA.

Proof: To prove that condition 3 implies f belongs to o', let Pk) be a sequence

in " that converges to zero in the topology of .Then sup 1 0 as k-

for every j and

lim f ,  lim K max sup = 0
k- k-oo IjiK tk

To show that f can be defined on all -, let be a function in o and (k) a

sequence in Iz that converges in -o to 0. Then the set mK max sup is

bounded above and so (If, Pkl) is also bounded above. Since (k - ) is a sequence

in f0 that converges to zero in -o as k and I tend to infinity independently,

lim f, (k - = 0
k,- K'P

and (Kf, IPk) is a Cauchy sequence with a finite limit.

Define f,) = limk (f, k) If ('k ) is another sequence in z that converges

in o to 4, then -k - kconverges in o to zero, so f, P) is well defined.

Since f is dense in -o, f is extended to all of -9o and the extension is clearly

11



linear. To see that f is continuous on -o, notice that Jf, ) I K max sup

I j I5K

holds even for P C -o. Thus f is in -'.

The proof that condition 3 holds if f is in -' proceeds by contradiction. Sup-

pose that (Pk) is a sequence in -o such that for each k,

f, k) I> k max sup )(t) = k max qj(k)
j ik t I k k

k
and define k max . Then 8k is in Ro for every k and

Ijk

m( k) 1
= (k E m)

k max qj(0k) k

Ij[ <k

so k - 0 in Vo as k - o. Since f is in o, this statement means that

f, ek) - 0. However, by the definition of 8k,

Ok I

S k max qj k)
j k

This statement contradicts the fact that f, ak) - 0, and thus there can be no such

sequence . Therefore, if f is in -o, condition 3 holds, and the proof is complete.

Since -Vo c - and the topology of -o is that induced by 6, each element of #'
has a restriction to -6o, that is, in -'. The next theorem shows that a converse is also0
true, that is, that each element of -13o can be extended to all -R.

0

Theorem 2: Each distribution f in 5o has a unique extension

f in B' with the property that <f, Ok) converges to f, )

12



whenever ((Pk is a uniformly bounded sequence in R that con-

verges to (p with respect to the topology induced on -B by &.

Proof: If f is in B', then by theorem 1 there is a number K such that for

every V/ in eo,

f, K max supJ (t)

Ij I5K t

Let 0 be in 6 and suppose I is a finite set of nonnegative integers. Let yi
i=l

be the partition of unity defined in the appendix. Then

):I - K max sup 8 ( y !5(t) !K max sup i (j -k)(t)

SKK(K)n max sup Y k)(t) max sup = P

lkf5K t I iK t

Since P is independent of the choice of the set I, lemma 1 given in the appendix implies

that for any finite set I of nonnegative integers,

, (= 4KP

iCI

Therefore

i=O

and the series (f, yi) converges absolutely.

i=O

13



Define an extension f of f by

00

i=O

for every in B. To see that f = f on -o, notice that if CIg, then (f, Yi)
is also absolutely convergent, so i=O

00 

00

i=0 i=0

It remains to be shown that f is continuous on i. This continuity will follow
from the second part of the proof which shows that f is continuous even with respect to

weaker topology than the one given in ;. To this end, let (k) be a uniformly bounded

sequence in -B that converges to zero in the topology of S, and let

PK= max sup sup 8 a k(t)
ijiK k t

where K is the constant defined for f by theorem 1. Let I be a finite set of non-
negative integers and for each i C I, let ki be a positive integer. Then

fy i K max su p 8 i k KKn(K)nPK max sup 0(t) = P'

i I j 5K t iCI j SK t

Therefore, for every finite subset I of nonnegative integers and every choice of the col-

lection ki of positive integers,

Y ,ok,, 5 4P' (4)
14I

14



It is already known that for each k, f, Yik) converges absolutely. It will

i=0

be shown that this convergence is uniform with respect to k. Let E be a positive num-

oo

ber. Then for each k the absolute convergence of k f, vi k) guarantees the

i=O

existence of a smallest positive integer Nk such that

E 
(5)

i=Nk+l

Suppose that the set (Nk cannot be bounded above. (Assume Nk > 1 for every k,

choosing, if necessary, a subsequence of (k) for which this is true)

Since Nk is the smallest positive integer that satisfies relation (5), there must

also be positive integers (Mk) such that for each k

Mk

f' O yi (6)
i=Nk

Pick a sequence of positive integers (vk) in the following way. Let v N1 . Since

M 1 < 00, there is an integer v2 such that N 2 > M 1 . Similarly, for each k, pick vk

such that N k > Mk- Then if M is a positive integer which is larger than 8P'/,

inequality (6) guarantees that

M MVk

I , -ivk M fM > 4P'

k=l i=NVk \

15



But this expression is a sum of the form

iCI

given in expression (4), where the finite set

1= U U
1k-M N k5- i 5M

Vk k

and ki = k for Nk = i - M k. The assumption that the set Nk is unbounded has led

to a contradiction. Therefore it may be assumed that there is a positive integer N such

such that Nk - N for every k, and so for every k,

i=N+

Now (k)converges to zero in the topology of ', and the derivatives of yi are

uniformly bounded for all i; thus there must be a positive integer N' such that if

k > N', then

N

K max sup J ik < (8)

ijl-5K t

Then, by expressions (7) and (8), as long as k - N'

, c i i k ik

', , i)k) Yik + Ni'ki=0 i=0 i=N+1

N
- K max sup a yi +- =E

16



Therefore lim (f, k) =0. This statement proves that f is sequentially continuous.
k-o

Since B is Hausdorff and the topology of -R is defined by a countable family of semi-

norms, - is metrizable. Thus, sequential continuity of f on V guarantees that f

is in '.

The remarks at the beginning of this section show that there may be more than one

way to extend a distribution f in -o to all of -. However, S" is dense in E and,

therefore, & is dense in -V with the topology induced by 6. Moreover, if P is in

-, there is a uniformly bounded sequence ( k in 1 that converges to P in this topol-

ogy. Thus, any two extensions of f which satisfy the property of the theorem must also

be equal on 8-. That is, there can be only one such extension, and f is unique. The

proof of theorem 2 is now complete.

In the sequel, whenever a distribution f in -9o is applied to a test function ¢

in -, this will be understood to mean , p), where f is the particular (unique) exten-

sion of f defined in theorem 2. In particular, the constant functions are in -5, so if f

is in o', f, c) = c f, 1) is defined. If f happens to be a regular distribution in

-6 determined by an integrable function f(t), then

f, 1)=S f (t) dt

For this reason, distributions in -o are frequently called integrable distributions.

There are two more results concerning o' which will be needed in later sections.

Recall thatif a and b are in R n , a<b means ai<b i (i = 1,2,. . ., m)and eat

is the function exp aiti]

Theorem 3: If f is in -'(Rn) and a, b are in Rn with a < b

such that e-at f(t) and e-bt f(t) are both in 2', then for every

n-dimensional complex number p with a < Re p < b, e-Pt f(t) is

in -o'"

Proof: Let p be an n-dimensional complex number with a < Re p < b, and let E

be a positive number in Rn such that

17



E<min (R pi - a, b - Re pi: i 1, 2, n)

If x(t) = et + e - Et, then X(t) e - pt f(t) is in A' and 1/X(t) is in J. Also, for every

C V o, (t) is in ), so one may write

i-pt f(t), (t = (t) e Ptf(t),(t

This expression clearly identifies e - p t f(t) as a continuous linear transformation on ;o
as long as a < Re p < b, so the theorem is proved.

Theorem 4: If f and g are in Bo (Rn), then their convolution

can be defined and is also in -o'(Rn).

Proof: If f is in YT, then let f denote the distribution defined for every

EK'by

Using the tensor product to formally define f * g, gives

(f * g, = f(t)g(r), P(t + 7)) = f(t), g(r), P(t +7-

=Kf(t), (9(T), cP(t - T))) Kf(t), (t))

This string of equalities will be justified and the convolution f * g will be defined as a

distribution in -' if it can be shown that ' * 0 is in -R when 0 is in Bo and g

is in ISo' and that ( * 4k converges to zero in - whenever Pk converges to zero

in Vo. To do this, consider

sup (P)(t) = sup 8K (T), P(t - ) = sup g(T), P(t + ) = sup g(T), ((t + 7))
t t t t

sup K max sup i ( (t + )= K max sup ( t) = PKj
t li--K 7 il< K t

where K is the constant defined for g by theorem 1.
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Therefore g * is in p; and if (k converges to zero in -o, then

sup 4 (i+j)(t) converges to zero, and g * #k must converge to zero in V. Thus,
t

(f* g, = (f,t * ) defines f * g as a distribution in o,' and the theorem is

proved.

In the sequel the fact that Vo is a subset of -' will frequently be used. This is
0

easily seen to be true, since A c-: o and J is dense in 60 with respect to the topol-

ogy of - o . Another way of verifying that o c 2$ is to compare theorem 1 with the

corresponding result for 2' (Zemanian, ref. 3, p. 111).

THE TRANSFORMATIONS Uj AND T -P

This section contains definitions and some results concerning two linear transfor-

mations on the space z-'(R). The generalizations to z'(Rn) of these results will be

postponed to a later section.

If a > 0 in R, define the linear transformation Ua on O'(R) by

Ua f(t), ((t) = a f(at), q(t)) = f(t), P (9)

for every distribution f and every test function 0. It can easily be verified that Ua

is continuous and linear on /,O(R).

Another useful transformation on ,$'(R) is defined in the following way: For each

complex number p, let T -P be defined by

(TP f(t), P(t) =e -Pt f(t), (t)) (10)

for each distribution f and test function P. The transformation T -P is clearly con-

tinuous and linear on '(R).

The primary concern of this section is the convergence of the sequences of distri-

butions (Ujf or (UjT-Pf) as j - . The first theorem is a direct corollary to

theorem 2.

Theorem 5: If f is in o', then

lim U f = (f, 1

where the limit is taken in uk'.
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Proof: Let 4 be in e and for each positive integer j let 4~(t) = . Then

4j is also in A for each j and the sequence Oj converges uniformly on compact

sets as j - a to the function ((0)1. Also, if k = 1, the sequence

k)(t) k (k)

I-

converges uniformly on compact sets to zero as j - o. Therefore, the uniformly bounded

sequence in e converges with respect to the topology induced on P by S, and by

theorem 2,

lim f, 4 = lim f, Cj= f, 0(0)1) = f, 1) 6,
j oo j-o0

Thus

lim Ujf = f, 1) 6
j-oo

and the proof is complete.

An obvious question to ask is: Does the sequence (Uf) ever converge if f is not

in 9 ? The answer is given by demonstrating a distribution f which is not in o

but for which the sequence Ujf does converge. This is done in the following examples.
oo oo

Example 1: Let f(t) = - 6( 1) (t - v). If is in I, then (f, ) = (1)
v=1 v=1

and the sum is actually finite since P has compact support. In fact, if the support of P

is contained in t : t 5 K, then

lim U f, = lim 6(1)(t - V), lim 1 ( )

= K (1)(t) dt = (K)- (0) -(0) -6, )

Therefore, lim Ujf = -6.
j-oo
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To see that f is not in 19o, look at the function 4(t) = s . (O) is
t

defined by 0(O) = lim P(t), then 4 is in -Vo since it is infinitely differentiable and
t-O

each derivative approaches zero like as It However, f, P is not defined in

this case since

Sot (1) c

6(l)(t - v), sin 2t = (sin 2 ) 2rv cos 2nv - sin 2v

= 1  v=l v=l v2

o oO

= 2r cos 2rv = 27z 1
v=l v=l

00

and this series does not converge. Thus f(t) = 6 (1)(t - v) is a distribution not in

v=1

'o for which the sequence f converges.

1
Example 2: The one-dimensional distribution p.v. - is defined by

t

V. 1, ((t) =lim t dt + E ) dt

where E is always positive. This distribution is not in -'o (since it obviously cannot

be extended to all of -') but it is invariant under all transformations of the type Ua

where a is a positive real number. To see that this condition is true, let q be in A0

and look at

V., (t - p.v. , P(t = lim dt + ~ t - dt - a dt

= lim _ t - t - dt lim dt

E-0 E t L t E-0
a a

= lim 2P(1 )(O(t)) dt = 0 (t) - I tl
E-0 
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Thus Uap. p.v. 1 for every positive real number a. The next theorem charac-

terizes all distributions which are limits in d'(R) of sequences Ujf) as joo.

Theorem 6: If f is a one-dimensional distribution and (Uf

converges in -/*-' to a distribution h, then

h(t) = c 1 p.v. - + c2 6(t)t

where c 1 and c 2 are constants.

Proof: Since Ujf - h in /' as j - , it is easy to see that Uah = h for every
positive real number a. Therefore, if a * 0,

h(at) = h(t) (11)

Differentiating equation (11) with respect to a and evaluating the result at the point
a = 1, gives th(1)(t) = -h(t). Therefore (t h(t))( 1 ) = 0, and by a familiar result on the
differentiation of distributions (Horvath, ref. 12, p. 327) there is a constant cl such that

th(t) = c 1  (12)

But for any constant cl, the constant distribution cl(t) satisfies

cl(t) = tc 1 P.v. . (13)

Thus, from equations (12) and (13) it follows that

t[h(t) - cl p.v. = 0

which implies (Horvath, ref. 12, p. 352) that there is a constant c2 such that

h(t) = c 1 p.v. 1+ c2 (t)
t(t

The proof is now complete.
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For the Laplace transform of a distribution to be of any use, it must be analytic in

some region of complex space. The next theorem will show that whenever f is such

that the sequence (UjT-Pf converges for p in a region of the complex plane, then the

limit is the delta distribution multiplied by a function of p. Therefore, whenever the

Laplace transform of f at p can be defined by using sequences of the form (UT-Pf),

the constant c 1 in theorem 6 must.be zero.

Theorem 7: If there are two complex numbers pl and p2 with

Re pl * Re p2 such that (U TP 1f and (UjT P2f) both converge

in 0t as j - m, then for every complex number p for which

the sequence converges there is a constant c(p) such that

lim UT-Pf = c(p) 6(t)

Proof: It may be assumed without loss of generality that pl = 0 and that p2 = p
has a real part greater than zero. Let 0 be a function in I whose support is con-

tained in (0,o), and for every positive integer j let pj(t) = e - p jt P(t). Clearly, the

sequence (j(t)j converges to zero in , as j - .

By theorem 6 it is known that UT f converges to cl(p)p.v. - + c (p) 6(t); and

since q does not have support at the origin, 6, ) = 0. Therefore,

lim T f, = 1().. , (t

But

lim ~ T-Pf, U =lim U f(t), e i t (t)) = lim KU f, =

by lemma 2 in the appendix since - 0 in 0 and (U f) converges in 7". Further-

more, the support of p.v. is the whole real line, and the only way cl(P).. 1, (t
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can equal zero for every 4 with support contained in (0,0) is for cl(p) to be zero.

Thus lim UjTPf = c2(P) (t).

Now, let g(t) = T - P f(t); let p be a function in f with support contained in

(--,0); and for every positive integer j, let pj(t) = e p t p(t). Then (pj converges in

to zero and lemma 2 (see appendix) may be used as before to get

lim f, = lim TP , p = lim (j, o) = 0

But lim U f = c l(0)p.v. + c2(0) (t) and , = 0, so (0)p.v. , p(t = 0. As
j-00 t t

before, the only way this can happen for all p in A,0 with support contained in (-,0)

is for cl(0) to be zero. Therefore, lim Ujf = c 2 (0) 6. Thus for every complex num-

ber p where the sequence converges,

lim U.T-Pf = c(p) 6

Corollary 1: If f is a distribution and there exist real numbers

a and p such that (UjTPf) converges in 0' as long as

a < Re p < 0, then for each such complex number p,

lim UjT-Pf = c(p) 6
j- 0 o

Corollary 2: If (Uf converges in 2' to c 1 p.v. + c 6(t)

where c 1 t 0, then the sequence (UT-Pf) cannot converge in '

as long as Re p * 0.

The purpose of this report is to use sequences of the form (UjT-Pf to define the

Laplace transform of f at p. Therefore, it would be helpful if corollary 1 could be
strengthened by showing that if there are two complex numbers pl' 2 such that
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(Uj TP 1f) and (UjTP2f both converge, then as long as Re pl < Re p < Re p2

(UTPT f also converges. This statement will follow from the next theorem which shows

that whenever (Ujf) converges in -', then f is in 2'.

Theorem 8: If f is a distribution such that the sequence (Ujff

converges in /' as j - 0, then fE '.

Proof: By lemma 3, in the appendix there are constants K and r such that if

the support of q is in the interval [-1, i], then for every j

KUf, ) K max sup (P

If P is in ,0 with support contained in the interval [-k, k], then the support of P(kt)

is in -, i]; thus,

S= Ukf, (kt K max sup (kt)(i) Kkr max sup I(i) (14)

i kf, :r t I 1-r

Now, let (yk be the partition of unity defined for R in the appendix and let 0 be

a function in A. Then the function yke has support contained in the set

(t:k - 1 Iti k + 1); thus, by the properties of yk and inequality (14) it can be seen

that

,yk ~K(k + 1) maK(k+lr sup sup (i)(t) :k- 1 < t < k + 1

(15)

where L = rr' max sup (i). Since 0 is in J, there is a constant K' such that
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max e(i)(t) < K' (16)max 0 (t) r+2 (16)

iI5r ( 1+ ti)

for all t. So from expressions (15) and (16), it follows that

SKLK'sup (k + 1)r KLK' (k + l)r r+2< KLK'

SYk r k- l<t <k+ ( 2) (k + 1)2

as long as k = 3. Therefore the series I f Itk converges absolutely.

k=0

Since 0 was an arbitrary function in J, f may be extended to a functional on

all of 2 by defining for any 0 in J

f , = Z fk> (17)
k=0

If f were already in )', then expression (17) would be satisfied for every 0 in J2;

therefore, the definition is consistent. It is easy to see that expression (17) extends f

in a linear and continuous fashion, so that f is in J', and the proof is complete.

Corollary 3: If there are two complex numbers pl and p2

with Repl <Rep 2 such that (Uj T Plf) and (UT -P 2 f both

converge in k', then whenever Re pl < Re p < Re p2'

(UT-Pfj converges in ,z' to (T Pf, 1) 6.

Proof: If (UjT if) and (UT 2f) both converge in ~', then by theorem 8, T-Plf

and T -P2f are both in J'. Also, by theorem 3, T-Pf is in -'o as long as

Re p < Re p< Re p2 . Therefore, by theorem 5, lim UjT-Pf = T-Pf, 1 6, and the

corollary is proved.
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THE LAPLACE TRANSFORM

Definition and Standard Results

In this section a new characterization of the Laplace transform for one-dimensional

distributions is given. It will be used to prove the standard theorems concerning analy-

ticity, uniqueness, and invertibility of the transform, and then to show that the new char-

acterization is equivalent to Schwartz' definition of the Laplace transform for distribu-

tions which is given later in this section. However, the development given here is

completely independent of Schwartz' treatment.

It will be said that a distribution f is Laplace transformable if there is an open

interval (ap) such that whenever p is a complex number with real part in (a,P), T-Pf

is a distribution in o'. If (a,p) is the largest such open interval, then the set

2 = (p : Rep E(a,

will be called the domain of definition of the Laplace transform for f. The existence of

the set 62 follows from theorem 3.

If f is a Laplace transformable distribution whose transform has domain of defi-

nition 62, then for any p c Q, the Laplace transform of f at p will be defined by

L[f](p) = KU.TPf , li (18)

where 0 is a test function in S' with 0(0) * 0. Theorem 5 guarantees the existence

of the limit in equation (18) and tells what it is. Thus, another characterization of the

Laplace transform which is equivalent to equation (18) is

L f](p) = (TPf, (19)

By expression (19) it can be seen that L[f] is a complex-valued function of the

complex variable p with domain 62. It also follows from expression (19) that the map-

ping L is linear. For, if f and g are distributions that are transformable at p

and -q and I are complex numbers, then 77f + jig is Laplace transformable at p and

Lf + T P[if + ig], T Pf, 1) + T g1) = L[f27(p) + (p)
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The next theorem shows that if f is Laplace transformable in 6, then L[f] is an

analytic function of p in Q .

Theorem 9: If f is a distribution that is Laplace transformable

in 2, then L[f is analytic in S2 and

d L[f](p) = L[-t f(t)](p)

Proof: Suppose that 2 = (p: a <Re p < P); pick p 0 in 0, and E in (0,1) such

that E < min(Re p0 -, - Re p0). If X(t)=et +e - t, then 1/X is in C?- , and

-pg
XT Of is in 0o. Also, as long as - P0 < E, it follows that

Lf_(p)- Lf p) e __-_e_0 -p F 1)
L[f](p) - L[f](p 0 ) = -t - eP0ot f(t), 1(t) = X(t)e f(t), eP-

P -PO PPO X(t) L Po

-pt -t)t2 P p ) -dt]f(t)e f(t), -t +( - PO)t2 - (

x(t) x(t) j=2
j=2

Now, each derivative of t P)t]j is bounded in absolute value by the cor-

j=2

responding derivative of - e and is therefore in ,. Thus, as p - po
X(t)

1 e-(P-PO)t -t(t converges in ; o to and
(t) 28- 0  (t
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d L~f1(p) i=lim L[f](p) Lf](PO - (t)TP f (t),I
dp L = () p- 0

- 0

= T P0[-t f(t)], 1(t) = L[-t f(t)](P0)

This statement completes the proof of theorem 9.

Much of the usefulness of the Laplace transform is a result of the way it treats the

convolution of two distributions. This important property of the transform is given by

the next theorem.

Theorem 10: If f and g are Laplace transformable distribu-

tions such that the domains of their respective transforms have

intersection 02, then f * g is Laplace transformable in Q and

for every p in n

L[f * g] (p) = L [f](p) L[g](p)

Proof: For p in 62, T-Pf and T-Pg are both in 5o; therefore, by theorem 4,

T-Pf * T-Pg = T-P(f * g) is in 'o. Therefore f * g is Laplace transformable at p;

and from expression (19) and the definition of convolution, it can be seen that

L[f * g](p) = T P(f * g), 1) = T-Pf * T-Pg, 1) = T -P f(t) 0 T g(T), (t + T)

= TP f(t) T-P g(r), 1(t) 1(7)) = T Pf, )T Pg, 1) = L[f](p) L[g](p)

which completes the proof.

No theory of the Laplace transform would be useful without inversion and uniqueness

theorems. The next theorem will have these results as corollaries. In what follows, the

real variable t and the real and imaginary parts of the complex variable p will serve

at various times as independent variables. For this reason the particular independent

variable for a space or an operation will be indicated by a subscript whenever this pro-
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cedure will avoid ambiguity, for example, f(), e-i  where f(7) is in ' and
7 0,7

w is a parameter.

Theorem 11: If f is a distribution in -'ot then0,t'

f(t) 1 lim ei f(T), eiW dw (20)
27 r- r 7

where the limit is taken in Y'
t"

Proof: The integral in expression (20) is well defined since (f(7), e-iW7) is a con-

tinuous function of w. Let 0 be in zt and r be a positive real number. Then by
standard theorems on the integration of distributions and test functions with respect to
parameters, it follows that

-r eiwt(r), e-iw  dw, (t = rr eiwt f(T), e-iw 7, (t d
r r' ¢(t dw

= r f(), e-iw e i, 0(t)t dw

= rf(), (ei(t-T), O(tt) dw

= (7) , retr, (t d

=- (7), e-iw 7  eWt (t) dt d

r _ -o d

where -= -c and () is the Fourier transform of p(t). Clearly, as r - ,

' ei T p(() d - 2n O(7) uniformly with respect to 7, and similarly
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dk r ei T () d = -r (i>)k iT p() d - 27 (k)(T)
drk -r _r

4iniformly. Thus, the limit in 0T of r ei 7T p() d as r - is 21r O(7), which
J-r

means that

lim re i w t f(, e d, (t) =.. (T), lim er (t), ((t) dw
r- -r 27 r- -r t  /

= (T), 27 () = f(t), P(t)t

Thus, as distributions,

f(t) lim ei tf(), ei ) dw
27T r-o -r 7

and the theorem is proved.

Corollary 4: If a is a real number such that e - ° t f(t) is in

ot, then as distributions,

f(t) lim 
1  c+ir 

e

f(t) = lim -- eirpt( f( 7 ), 1()T dp
r-o 27i Ya-ir 7

Proof: If e - t f(t) is in 6'o,t' then as long as Re p = a, e - p t f(t) is in -o,t'

and

et f(t)= 1 -lim ei T f(T), e i T d
2 T r-oo -r 7

Therefore,

(t) 1 lim r eoteiwt -a f(T), e -iW ) dw _ lim r ePt p f(T), 1(T) dp
27T r-o -r 7 2ni r-o o a-ir

which proves the corollary.
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Corollary 5 (inversion theorem): If f is Laplace transformable

in 2 =(p : a<Rep< . Then, aslongas a < a <,

f l u+ir
f(t) = lim - ePt L[f](p) dp

r-oo 27i c-ir

where the limit is taken in .

Corollary 6 (uniqueness theorem): If f and g are Laplace

transformable distributions such that L[f](p) = L[g](p) on some

vertical line in the common domain of the transforms of f and

g, then f = g as distributions.

The next theorem gives sufficient conditions that an analytic function F(p) be the

Laplace transform of a distribution f(t) and characterizes the distribution f.

Theorem 12: If F(p) is analytic for p in

62=a+iw : a < C < )

and is bounded in 06 by a polynomial in w (or in Ipl, then

F(p) = L[f](p), where the distribution f(t) is defined by

f(t) = lim - et F(p) dp (21)
r-.o 2ni J,-ir

for any fixed value of a such that a < a < 3.

Proof: The proof will be accomplished in four steps. It will be shown that (1) f
is a distribution, (2) f is independent of the value of a chosen in expression (21) as

long as a < o < p, (3) e - t f(t) is in -n'o,t as long as a < < p, and (4) F(p) =

L[f](p) = T-Pf, 1) for every p in D.

(1) To see that f is a distribution, let a < a < P and let P be in - t . Then

-ir e F(p) dp, (t) = Cr e eitF(a + iw) dw, ((t t

=1 ,r F(a + iw)e - ° P(-t)](w) dw (22)
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Now e- a(-t) is in zt, so its Fourier transform is certainly in J . Also,

since F(a + iw) is a function bounded by a polynomial in w, it is a regular distribution

in i. Therefore, the limit as r - = of the last integral in expression (22) is well

defined as the value of the regular distribution F(c + iw) at the testing function

5[e- t ( (-t)], which means that

f(t), (t))= ( lim o+r ept F(p) dp, (P(t) (F(a + iw), - e (-t) (w)
r-- a-ir t C

(23)

Clearly, if (0k) is a sequence that converges to zero in zt as k - -, then the

sequence (5 e-t k(-t) converges to zero in . as k - -; so by expression (23),

f, (k) - 0 also. Thus equation (21) defines f asa distribution.

(2) To see that f is independent of the choice of a, choose al, u2 such that

a < a1< 2 < 2 ; and for every positive real number r, let Fr be the closed path in 2

defined by the lines Re p = al, Re p = 02, and Im p = ±r. Since F(p) is analytic in

Q, Cauchy's theorem says that ept F(p) dp = 0. Therefore

pl+r ePt F(p) dp - r e F(p) dp = 2-ir ePt F(p) dp + cl+r e F(p) dp
1ir 0p F(p) dp

-ir 2 -ir al-ir v2+ir

(24)

But

air ePt F(p) dp, (t = (ir)F(ir), (t) da

= S0 2 F(a ± ir) e(air)t, (t) do

01

= 02 F(a + ir) (eirt, aet (t) dc (25)
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Now (e irt, eat 0(t)) is a function in Jr for every value of a, and the integral (25) is

over a bounded interval; so as r - o, the integral (25) approaches zero. Thus by
expression (24) it can be seen that

al+ir 0a2+ir
lim l+ir ept F(p) dp = lim r ePt F(p) dp
r-o al-ir r - oo a2 -ir

as long as a < o < a2 < .

(3) In proving that e - at f(t) is in 'ot whenever a < a < 3, part (2) of this proof,
the fact that F(a + iw) is in J,, and lemma 4 in the appendix will be used to get bounds

on e - at f(t), 9(t)) where ¢ is in Ot . It can be seen that

Ie f(t), 1P(t)) = F(a + iw)KeiWt, (t))t dw

r1
< K1 sup (1 + w2)r 1 d eit, (tdw 11 dw1t

= K1 sup (r1)w2k eit (it)rl
k=0

rl
SK1 sup I (rji 2k iwt, (it)rl (t)

W k=O t

< Klr 1 rl: max sup eiwt, (it)r (2k)
jk ur s 

t

r~Kr r (2k+j)
< K1r 1rlf max K2 max sup (1 + t 2)  ~it) (t) (26)

k 34rl j r2
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where the last inequality follows from lemma 4. It is clear that the derivative of the

product can be expanded by Leibnitz's rule and the various constants in expression (26)

can be consolidated to get a positive number K and positive integer r which do not

depend on P such that

(e-f f(t), P(t)) K max sup (1 + t 2 )r 4(J)(t)

This bound means that e- f(t) is in t' for all a such that a < 0 < P, and so

by theorem 3, e f(t) is in ot for all such o.

(4) Part (4) of this proof can be verified by using the first three parts and the

uniqueness theorem for the inverse Fourier transform. However, it will be proved here

by actually showing that T Pf, 1) = F(p). Let p =u+ i- where a < < p and let 0

be a function in zt with 0(0) = 1 and such that the support of ( is contained in

(-1, 1). Then by theorem 5,

e-Pt f(t), 1(t)) = lim Uje-Pt f (t), 4(t) = lim -Pt f(t),

= linm - F(a + iw) i(w-7)t, dw

Let F = F 1 + F 2 where the support of F2 is contained in (a + iw : w- T<1and

F 2 = F in a+iw: w-7<1 . Also choose k a 2 large enough to insure that

F 1 (a + iw) 1
G(w) = is in L, that is, an integrable function of w. This can be done

[i(w- )]k

since F(a + iw) is bounded by some polynomial in w for p in 2. Then it follows

that
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lim _ Fl( + iw) e , dw = lim G(w) (w- ) e )t d
j.oo 27r oo 1jo 2 'o j )

(- 1 )k 00 (-)t 1 (k)
=lim G(w) , d

j.oo 2 7T .oo\ (k )\t

k . j (k)(1) 0t0 i c
Slim e t(k) 1 G(w)e dw dt
j-0 (k- 1 -j j 2 oo

=kim ( - ) k  e - i T t (k\/ -l[G(w)](t ) dt (27)
j.ok-1 -j j

Since G(w) is an L 1 function, its inverse Fourier transform is certainly bounded

in absolute value, say by P. Therefore, the integrand in expression (27) is bounded in

absolute value., Use of this.bound and the choice. of the test function P gives the

following:

S e - i Tt  '-1 [G(w) (t ) d t  - lj (k) dt P (2j) sup (k) = 2P sup (k)

Since k ? 2, it can be seen that the limit in expression (27) must be zero.

The term that has been neglected is

lim F2 ( + i (W r dw = lim t '-I F2(' + iw) (t) dt (28)
lim - + i() 1-&, e2j-oo 7 oo 'j o -oo

Now ,7-1[F2 (a + iw)] is in jt, so as j - oo, 1F2(a + oiw)(t converges in

" t to .- 1[F 2 (a + iw) . Also, e - i Tt is a regular distribution in t', so the limit in

expression (28) is
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S-i0[F2( + iw)](t) dt = F 2 (Or + iT) = F(a + iT) = F(p)

Thus it has been shown that

T "Pf , 1) = F (p)

as long as a < Re p < p, and the proof of theorem 12 is complete.

Comparison With Schwartz' Definition

The Laplace transform has been developed so far without any reference to the

extension of the classical Laplace transform to distributions as defined by Schwartz. He

defines the Laplace transform of a distribution f at p = a + iw by

L[fj(p) = 4e -ot f(t)](w)

In order to see that the development given here is equivalent to that of Schwartz, notice

that by theorem 3 and the fact that - c 2, a distribution f is Laplace transformable

in the sense of this report if, and only if, e - pt f(t) is in t for every p in 2.

Therefore, the transformable distributions and domains of the transform are the same

for both definitions of the transform. Next, it can be seen that if there is an open interval

(a, 0) such that e - o f(t) in -o,t whenever a is in (a, p), then the Fourier transform

of e -  f(t) is an ordinary function of w defined by

5[eat f(t)(w)= et f(t), e-iwt) (29)

The right-hand side of equation (29) makes sense as the application of a distribution in

-6' to a testing function in -. To see that equation (29) is true, let P be a function in

- Then

[e-t f (t)](), (w)w = eOt f(t), (t)) = (e f(t), e-it (w) dw-

= (e-t f(t), e-iwt) P(w) dw = ((eot f(t), e-iWt, (w))
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Thus, if f is Laplace transformable in (2 and p = u + iw is in 62, Schwartz' defini-

tion of the transform gives

L[f](p) = [et f(t)](w) = e-t f(t), e t)t = e'Pt f(t), 1(t))t = TPf, 1)

and the two definitions of the Laplace transform are equivalent.

Operation-Transform Formulas

Next, some of the standard operation-transform formulas for the distributional

Laplace transform will be derived by using the characterization of the transform given

in equation (18).

Let f be a Laplace transformable distribution whose transform has domain of

definition Q = (p : a < Re p < P). Then f(l) is also Laplace transformable in (2.

To compute the transform of f(l), let q be a function in / such that ((0) = 1,
0'(0) * 0, and let j be a positive integer. Then if p is in 0,

UjT-Pf(1), = K(1)(t), e-Pt = f(t), pe-Pt 1 t (1)

= pUjT )-UT UTPf, (1)(30)

As j - 0, the second term in the right-hand side of equation (30) converges to zero, and

so it follows from equation (18) that

L[f(')]() = lim pUjT Pf, P) = pL[f](p)

By an inductive argument it is easy to see that for every positive integer k,

L[f(k)](p) = pL[f(k-1)](p) pkL[f](p) (31)

Another operational formula is furnished by theorem 9, which says that

L[-t f(t)](p) =dp L[f](p)
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This formula can be extended by induction to get, for every positive integer k,

L[tk f(t) (p) = (- 1 )k L [f](p) (32)
dp

If f is Laplace transformable in 62, then f(t - T) is transformable in 50 for

every real number 7, and

UT-Pf (t - 7), (t)) = f(t - 7), e- pt () =Kf(t), e-p(t+t7)

-= e PTUjTP f(t), P(t + T

Now, ¢(t + 7) is in ,0; and as long as 0(7) 0,

lim e PT UjT -P f(t), P(t + 7)) = ePT Pf, 1) 6(t), (t + )

SO

L[f(t - 7)(p) = e P7L[f](p) (33)

If q is a fixed complex number and f is Laplace transformable in 0, then

e-qt f(t) is Laplace transformable in 0' = (p : - Re q < Re p < - Re q), and for p

in 62',

UjTP[eqt f (t)] ,(t)) = KUT (p+cf , q)

Therefore, as long as p is in ',

L[e- qt f(t)](p) = L[f](p + q) (34)

If k is a fixed positive integer and f is Laplace transformable in 62, then Ukf

is Laplace transformable in f" = (p : ka < Re p < kp). For p - f6" it can be seen that
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KU TP[Ukl, kf e = t), e k = UT k

As j 0, this sequence converges to K kf, 1 , ,which gives the formula

L[Ukf](p) = L[f]() (35)

In order to demonstrate some of the theory developed so far, consider the
distribution

f(t) = - 6(1)(t -V)
=l1

Recall that in example 1 it was shown that f is not in -g, but that (Ujf converges in

oZ" to -6 as j - . Notice that if Re p > 0, then T-Pf is in -', so f has a

00

Laplace transform defined in 6 = (p : Re p > 0). Also notice that f(t) = - d (t- )
d t

v=l
00

thus, by equation (31) if g(t) = 6(t - v),
v=1

L[f](p) = -pL[g](p)

for every p in 0 .

If X(t) is a function in - such that X(t) =0 for t<0 and X(t)= 1 for t 1
2

then by equation (19)

L[g](p) = TPg, 1)= 6(t - v), e-Pt (t) = e =-P e -p 1
=1 v=l v=0 e - 1

(p E 0)
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Therefore, for p in Q ,

L[f](p)= -pL[g](p) = -p

THE N-DIMENSIONAL LAPLACE TRANSFORM

Definitions

In this section the results proved in the preceding sections for distributions in

fi'(R) will be extended to a'(Rn). At the beginning of the third section, the linear

transformations Ua and T -P were defined, where a is a positive number and p is

a complex number. If a > 0 in Rn (ai > 0, i = 1, 2, . .. , n) define the linear trans-

formation Ua on A'(Rn) by

Ua f(t), (t = a 2 . . . an f(atl, . . ., antn), B(tl, ., tn.

a 1, . .,t . I , a

The transformation T-P is extended to Z'(Rn) by the formula

\ E ePiti

(TP f(t), P(t) = e-pt f(t), p(t) = e f(t1 . . , tn), 41(t1 ' * tn)

for each n-dimensional complex number p =(Pl' " , Pn)-

Here, as in the third section, the major concern will be sequences of distributions

of the form (UjTPf). However, in this section, j will represent a multi-index,

j = jl' 2'' ' n instead of a positive-integer-valued index. Let j - - mean that

jl- - j2 - , " " Jn- -, and for each i and k, 1 6 i = n and 1 : k : n, ji _

independently of k' If fj) is a "sequence" of distributions in _t'(Rn) indexed by the

multi-index j, then the statement
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lim fj = h

means that if (P is in d'(Rn) and E > 0, then there is a positive integer N such that

whenever jk = N for every k, 1 5 k . n, then , - h, P < E.

The need for being very specific about what is meant by the limit of a sequence
indexed by multi-indices will be demonstrated by the following example. Let the distri-
bution h be defined by

t2 _2
h(t, ) = -

(t2 + 72)

Then h(t, 7) is a rational function of t and 7 with a removable singularity at the
origin and can be considered a distribution in Z-'(R 2 ). It is easy to see that for every
positive integer k,

h(t, 7) = k2h(kt, kr)

Therefore, if Ukh is defined by

Ukh(t, 7) = k2h(kt, kr)

then lim Ukh = h. However, it is not true that lim U h = h, where j represents a
k-o j-ooj

multi-index of order 2. To verify this, let jk = (2k, k) for every positive integer k.
Then

lim U h(t, 7) = lim 2k2h(2kt, k) = lim 2k 2 4k 2 t2 - k 2 72 2(4t2- 72)k-- k k- hkoot,2 2)
S k 4k2t2 + k272 (4t 2 + T2)

Thus, by the definition of the limit, h does not equal lim U.h.
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Extensions of Results on Uj and T -P

Since the results in this section are n-dimensional analogs of results already

proved, only those for which the one-dimensional proofs do not generalize immediately

will be proved here. In particular, theorem 5 may be generalized to n-dimensions with-

out changing the statement or the proof significantly, so it will be accepted as an

n-dimensional result without another proof.

The next theorem has a corollary which is the analog in n-dimensions of theorem 6

and its converse.

Theorem 13: If h is in l'(Rn), then U h =h for every pos-

itive multi-index j if, and only if,

2n

h(t)= c p.v. 1 - (ti) (36)
v=l iCl i

I 1 . n ) .,n)

for some constants c., 1 = v r 2n

Remark: In words, the theorem says that any distribution h in o/'(Rn) which

is invariant under each Uj is a linear combination of 2 n terms, each of which is the

tensor product of n one-dimensional distributions of the form or p.v. . For

example, if n = 2, then

h(t) = c 1 p.v.1 p.v. + c2 p.v. t2 + c3  
tl  p.v. 2 + c 4 5t t 2

Proof of the theorem 13: The proof is by induction on n. If n = 1, then Ujh = h

for every positive multi-index j if, and only if, there is a distribution f such that

h = lim U f. Therefore, the expansion (36) for k follows from theorem 6 in this case.

Let k be a positive integer and suppose that the theorem holds when n = k - 1. Let h

be a distribution in 0Y'(Rk) such that U h = h for every positive multi-index j. If rk

denotes the multi-index (0, 0, . .. , 0, r), where the r is in the kth position, then

Urkh = h (37)
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for every positive number r. Equation (37) may be differentiated with respect to r to

get

h t, rtk) = h(t) 0

or

h(tl' ., rtk) + rtk t, "  rt k) = 0 (38)

Setting r = 1 in equation (38) gives

h(t) + tk ) = -(t h(t)) = 0 (39)at k  at k

Therefore, the distribution tk h(t) is independent of tk, and by lemma 6 in the appendix,

there is a distribution hk in !"(Rk -1) such that

tk h(t) = hk(tl 1 , tk-l) l(tk)

Since 1(t) = tk p.v.--, it follows that

tk

By lemma 5 in the appendix, there must exist another distribution hk in e'(Rk-1)
such that

h(t) - hk(tl' , tk-1)O p.v. = h(tl, . tk)-O 6(tk

or

h(t) = hk P.v. + h1 +tk
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Now, since U h = h for every multi-index j, hk  p.v. I + h k  6( tk must also

ktk

be invariant under each U. Therefore, if = j1, * k-1 then

= U hkox p.v. L + U- hk 6 tk

or

p.v. (U (hk -hk) + o (tk) (U h - h = 0

This can happen for every multi-index j of order k - 1 if, and only if, U- hk = hk

and U-h k =h k for every . Since hk and h' are both in (Rk-1), the induction

hypothesis says that there must be constants d v and d', 1 v k-, such that

2k-1

hk(tl . . . k-1) = d p.v. ( (ti)
V=1 iEI 

i

IC ,. .k-1

and

2k-1

hk(tl, . . ., tkl) d' p.v. 6 t
tkc) ,.. .,k-)ti

v=45
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Therefore

h(t) = hkO p.v. + h p.v
*=1 itk =t

Ic k)

2 k
where the sequence {c91 is a rearrangement of the union of the two sequences

2k - 1 2k-1

(d,)
1  and (d',)

Thus for every positive integer n, a representation of the form (36) holds for h

in /d'(Rn) whenever U h = h for every positive multi-index j.

Conversely, if h has a representation of the form (36), then it is easy to see that

Uh = h for every multi-index j. This completes the proof of theorem 13.

The observation that h(t) = lim U. f(t) for some distribution f in OY'(Rn) if,
j..oo

and only if, U h = h for every multi-index j gives an important corollary to theorem 13,

Corollary 7: If h is in -'(Rn), then h = lim U f for some
j-0,

distribution f in ,'(Rn) if, and only if, there exist constants

c , 1 : v 2 n such that

2
n

h(t) c\ p.v.
v=1 iEI i

Lemma 2 (see appendix) holds in Z'(Rn) just as in ,i'(R) with virtually no

change in the statement or proof. It will be used in the proof of the following theorem,

which is an extension to n-dimensions of theorem 7.

Theorem 14: If f is in /'(Rn) and there are two complex

numbers pl' 2 with Re pl * Re p2 and a positive integer i,
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1 s i 5 n such that e1 i f(t and U e 2ti f(t)) both con-

verge in f'(Rn) as the multi-index j - o, then for every com-

plex number q for which the sequence converges, there is a

distribution h(q) in '(Rn-1) such that

lim Uje-q t i f(t)= 6(t) h(q) (40)

Proof: It may be assumed, without loss of generality, that pl = 0 and that p2 = p

has real part greater than zero. Define h(0) = lim U f(t) and h(p) = lim U.e f(t).
j 0o j_oo

Let q be a test function in S(Rn) with support c t : ti>0). Then, if j

clearly the sequence (ejii (t)) converges to zero in I (Rn). Therefore, by lemma 2

(see appendix), it follows that

lim U- f(t), (t = lim f(t), e , (t = h(0), = 0
j-, , j- J

But by corollary 7, there are constants c., 1 _ v -- 2n such that

2n 

h (p) c p.v. 6 ti (41)

Ip c ,. .,n

The only way a distribution of the form (41) can map every test function with support in

: t > 0 to zero is for the coefficient of every term in which the factor p.v. I appears

to be zero. Therefore, h(p) = 6(t)( h'(p), where h'(p) is in Z'(Rn-1).

By using a similar argument, just as was done in the one-dimensional case, it can

be shown that h(0) = 6(ti) h'(0) for some distribution h'(0) in bA'(Rn-1). Thus,
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for any q at which the sequence (Uje-qti f(t)) converges, its limit is of the form given

by equation (40), and the theorem is proved.

Corollary 8: If f c -,e'(Rn) is such that lim U f = h(0) and for
j-oo

each i, 1 - i n, there is a complex pi such that Repi 0

and lim Ue - p  f(t) = h(Pi) , then there is a constant c such

that

h(0)= c 6(t) = c 6 tl , n)

Proof: By theorem 14 it can be seen that for each i = 1, 2, . . ., n there is a

distribution hi(0) in f'(Rn - 1) such that h(0) = 6(t) q hi(0). This can happen only

if h(O) = c 6(t).

Corollary 9: Let 52 be an open set in Cn with the property

that if p is in 62, then the sequence (UT-Pf) converges in

'"(Rn) to a distribution h(p) as j - m. Then for every p
in 62 there is a constant c(p) such that

h(p) = c(p) 6 (t 1, t2 ,. ., tn)

Proof: Let p be in 92 and pick e > 0 such that the set (q q - p < e) is also

in 2. Let g(t) =e - pt f(t). Then lim U. g(t) = h(p) and i = 1, 2, . . .,n,

2i

lim U e 2g(t)= h(P)

where, if p= l' P2 , . ' n), then iP = P 2  . . " Pi +L, " p n). Therefore, by

corollary 8 lim U. g(t) = c(p) 6(t), which completes the proof.
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A generalization of theorem 8 to '(Rn) does not change the statement of the

theorem significantly; however, it is included here for completeness.

Theorem 15: If f is a distribution such that the sequence (Ujf)

converges in 1O'(Rn) as the multi-index j - , then f is in

, '(Rn).

The proof of theorem 15 differs from that of theorem 8 only in details which are

obvious. In particular, sets of the form (t : t k)must be substituted for interval s

[-k, k], and the value of the constant L introduced in equation (15) must be adjusted.

The statement and proof of lemma 3 (see appendix) do not change at all.

Corollary 10: If there are two n-dimensional complex numbers

pl and p2 with Rep <Rep 2 such that U TPlf and

(UT -P2f) both converge in ,"(Rn) as the multi-index j - °,

then whenever p is an n-dimensional complex number with

Re pl < Re p < Re p2'

lim Uj TPf = T Pf, 1) 6
j-oo

The proof of corollary 10 follows from theorem 15, theorem 3, and theorem 5.

Extensions of Results on the Laplace Transform

The next topic to consider is the extension of the Laplace transform to distributions

in t1'(Rn). Since the definitions and theorems in the preceding section were based on the

work done in previous sections, all of which has now been extended to n-dimensions, the

extensions of the results on the Laplace transform are, for the most part, straightforward.

The n-dimensional results will be stated without proof but the differences caused by going

to ij(Rn) will be noted.

It will be said that a distribution f in I~'(Rn) is Laplace transformable if

there are two numbers a, b in Rn such that whenever p is an n-dimensional complex
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number with a < Re p < b, then T-Pf is in -o(Rn). If (a, b) is the largest such

n-dimensional open interval, then the set of n-dimensional complex numbers

n=(p: a<Rep<b)

will be called the domain of definition of the Laplace transform for f. The existence of
the set 92 again follows from theorem 3.

The characterizations (18) and (19) of L[f] in one dimension are also valid in
n-dimensions; that is,

L[f](p) = 1 lim (UjT Pf, ) (42)
P(0) j--P

where p E:5 and q is in T(Rn) with 0(0) * 0, and

L[f](p) = (T-Pf, 1) (43)

Formulas (42) and (43) are exactly the same as formulas (18) and (19) but are interpreted
in n-dimensions. Clearly, L[f] is a linear complex-valued function of the n-dimensional

complex variable with domain n.

Theorem 9 on the analyticity of the transform may be extended to give

Theorem 16: If f c ''(Rn) is Laplace transformable in 0,
then L[f] is analytic in 62 and

a L[f](p) = L[-t f(t)](p)Bp
i

The proof of theorem 16 requires the use of Hartog's theorem (Bochner and Martin
(ref. 13)) which says that a complex-valued function of n complex variables is analytic
if it is analytic in each variable separately with all other variables held constant. The
proof that L[f] is analytic in each pi separately is essentially the same as the proof of

theorem 9.
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The convolution theorem requires no change.

Theorem 17: If f and g are Laplace transformable distribu-

tions in Z-'(Rn) and the domains of their respective transforms

have intersection 62, then f * g is Laplace transformable in 2

and for every p in Q,

L[f * g](p) = L [f] (p) L[g](p)

Theorem 18 (inversion theorem): If f is Laplace transformable

in = ( : a < Re p < b, then for any fixed a ERn such that

a < a< b,

f(t)= lim 1 +ir L[f](p) dp (44)
r- oo (2 i) a - i r

where the limit is taken in -t(Rn) as r - - in Rn. The

integral in equation (44) is taken over the subset of n-dimensional

complex space defined by p : Re p = oa, Im pi < ri, 1 - i S n).

Theorem 19 (uniqueness theorem): If f and g are Laplace

transformable distributions in ~'"(Rn) such that the domains of

their transforms have intersection 2 = (p: a<Rep<b,and

there is a fixed a Rn with a < a< b such that whenever

Rep = a, L[f](p) = L[g](p); then f = g as distributions.

Theorem 20: If F(p) is analytic for p in = p: a < Re p < b)

and is bounded in 2 by a polynomial in (or in Ip), then

F(p)= L[f](p) where the distribution f is defined as a limit in

4,-(Rn) by
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ru+ir
f(t) = lim - ePt F(p) dp (45)

r- o (2?i)n a-Jir

for any fixed aE Rn such that a < a < b.

Theorem 12, which is the one-dimensional analog of theorem 20, was proved in four

steps, one of which required Cauchy's theorem. An n-dimensional analog of Cauchy's

theorem can be found in Fuks (ref. 14).

The transform formulas developed in the fourth section also have n-dimensional

analogs. For completeness, they are listed here. In the following formulas, k is a

multi-index, t and 7 are in R n , p and q are n-dimensional complex numbers.

k k1 k 2  kn k kl+k2 +. . +k3 pi P2  Pn
Recall that t = t1 , t , = n  .'1 12 n k 2 k I k2 kn1 ' P2 , • ", n

ap1 ,8 ap n

L[f(k)](p) = pk L[f](p) (46)

Ltk f(t)] () = (-1)Ik ak L[f](p) (47)

L[f(t - )](p) = ePT L[f](p) (48)

L[e-t f(t)](p) = L[f](p + q) (49)

L[Ukf](p) = L[f]() (50)

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A new characterization of the Laplace transform for Schwartz distributions is devel-

oped, by use of sequences of linear transformations on the space of distributions. The

standard theorems on analyticity, uniqueness, and invertibility of the transform are proved

by using the new characterization as the definition of the Laplace transform. It is shown
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that this sequential definition is equivalent to Schwartz' extension of the ordinary Laplace

transform to distributions which he obtained from the Fourier transform.

Several theorems concerning dilatation transformations Un and exponential shifts

T -P are proved. In particular, if f is an integrable distribution, then the sequence

U f converges to (f, 1) 6 as j approaches o. Also, if f is a distribution such that

Ujf converges, then f must be a tempered distribution.

It is shown that a distribution h which is the limit as j approaches - of a

sequence U f must be a linear combination of the delta distribution and the distribution

1 -Pfp.v. -. Moreover, if U.T converges for two complex values of p having different
t J

real parts, then its limit is always a multiple of the delta distribution. This multiple

turns out to be the Laplace transform of f at p.

All the results are extended to the n-dimensional case, but proofs are presented

only for those situations that require methods different from their one-dimensional

analogs.

Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Hampton, Va., January 10, 1974.
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APPENDIX

AUXILIARY RESULTS

This section contains several lemmas which are used in the first five sections, along

with the construction of a partition of unity for Rn which satisfies certain special prop-

erties. In order to construct such a partition of unity, let X(t) be a function in A (R)

that satisfies the following properties:

X(t) - 0 for every t (Al)

Support of X(t) C - 2'  (A2)

X(t) = X(-t) for every t (A3)

_1/2
1/2 X(t) dt = 1 (A4)

An example of such a function is

x(t) = {I exp ]t <j)

where

01/2 1
A= 3 exp dt

-1/2 4t2 - 1

Let the function p(t) be defined by
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APPENDIX - Continued

Then p C (R), p(0) = 1, p()(0) = 0 as long as j - 1, p(t) = p(-t) for all t, and

support pc -i, 1]. Also, if tE (0, 1)

p(t) + p(t - 1) = 2 _ 00 i+t11+ d

= 1 X(T)- dT + T+ dT

where = + 1.

Now, for t R, define y (t) = p(It ). Clearly, y0 is infinitely differentiable as

long as t 0 0. Define yV(j)(0) =0 for every multi-index j with Ij >0 so that y0 is

in /,'(Rn). For every positive integer k, define the function yk by

k(t) = p t - k)

Then the support of yk is contained in :k-I t 5k + , and Yk isin ,5(Rn)

for every k. Also, if k < t 5 k + 1, then

I y (t) = Yk(t) + Yk+1(t) = (I tI - k) + p(I t - k - 1)=1
v=0

since It - k is in (0, 1). Therefore (k=0 is a locally finite partition of unity which

has the additional property that

sup j ( y I supP8 y 0

for any multi-index j and any subset I of nonnegative integers.
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APPENDIX - Continued

Next, a fact about complex numbers which is used in the proof of theorem 2 will be
proved as a lemma.

Lemma 1: If (3j is a set of complex numbers with the

property that there is a number P such that for every finite

subset I of J

j i

then it is also true that

7Ii  4P
jEl

for every finite subset I of J.

Proof: Suppose that there is a finite subset I' of J such that Re rj > 2P.

Then there must be a subset I" of I' such that all the numbers Re 7j with j E I"

have the same sign and

[ Re iJ= Ci Re ?j > P

But by the hypothesis of the lemma

Re 7j 77j

S:je" j cl"

which is a contradiction. Therefore, for every finite subset I of J, I Re 7 2P,
jcl

and similarly Im 7j-5 2P. Thus

jcI
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APPENDIX - Continued

Slj- Z Re + 11 Im 1!- 4P
jcl jEl jEl

and the lemma is proved.

The next lemma concerns sequences of distributions and test functions. The result

is known and in fact is a trivial consequence of the fact that the topology of 0' is that

of uniform convergence on bounded sets in A. Since no topology for '" has been

defined here, the lemma will be proved by modifying a standard proof of the completeness

of ' (Gel'fand and Shilov (ref. 15)).

Lemma 2: If (fk) is a sequence that converges in zl' to f and

(Pk) is a sequence that converges in , to 0, then the sequence

of complex numbers ( k, Ik)) converges to (f,

Proof: It may be assumed without loss of generality that 0 is the zero function;

thus, it must be shown that (fk' k)) converges to zero. If the theorem is not true, then

there must be a positive number c and a subsequence (denoted p to save notation)

of (0k) such that for every v

'f P) > c (A5)

It may also be assumed (if necessary by picking a subsequence of )) that

a P 1 _ (j = 1, 2, . . - 1) (A 6)

Let , = 2Vpv for each v and notice that () converges to zero in 0 but

V 4/v) oo as v - o.7
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Now a subsequence(k of (4) will be chosen as follows: Choose k1 such that

fkkl' 14k) > 1. This is possible since Kfv, 4) - . By assuming that Vk

(j = 1, 2, . . ., - 1) have been chosen, pick /kv such that

fkj' k ' I < -j (j= 1, 2,. .. , - 1) (A7)

and

kfk v ' k) > j= kl /kv ) + v (A8)

Equation (A7) can be satisfied since (V) - 0 in A and equation (A8) can be satisfied

since I(fV, ,V) -

Let = k * This series clearly converges in 4 by the way the 4 /k func-

j=1 3
tions were defined. Then

v-1

(fk4)= I Kfkv' 1kj) + Kf' ') + k Kk 4'k)) (A9)

and by equation (A7) it may be seen that

k' k <  = 1 (A10)
j=v+l j=v+l 2-v
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From expression (A10), it follows that

Kk' k' k k' k k' k' <Vk) + 1 (All)
j=1 j=V+ j=1

and from expression (A8),

v-1 o v-

Sk 'k j k' k Ik' 4k > K' k + v (A12)
j=l ) j=v+l ' j=

Combining expressions (All) and (A12) gives

v-1 V-1

Pf') + j=l _k, j)  l>j= +v

or

Kfk > v- (A13)

This relation means that lim Kf , = o, which contradicts the hypothesis that

f = lim f . Therefore, there can exist no subsequence of (Pk) satisfying expres-

sion (A5). This statement completes the proof of lemma 2.

The next lemma is used in the proof of theorem 8.

Lemma 3: If fk) is a sequence that converges in D' and C

is a compact set in R, then there is a constant K and a posi-

tive integer r such that for every test function P with sup-

port contained in C,

Kfk I K max sup (A14)

is satisfied for every k.
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Proof: Let (fk) be a sequence that converges in A ',and suppose there are no con-

stants K and r such that expression (A14) is satisfied for every k. Then for each k

there must be a test function Ok whose support is contained in C such that

k k > k max supl (A15)

j Sk

Ck

For each k, let Pk = . Then, if m is a positive integer,

k max sup

Ij /
max sup P)

(j) j m ,1max sup pk _<

j m kmax sup lk

j lSk

as long as k -m. Also the support of each pk is in K; thus, (Pk) converges to zero

in A~. Therefore, by lemma 2, ($fk' Pk) converges to zero as k - o. However, by

expression (A15)

k' k) = kK>1
k max sup )

j -k t

for every k; therefore, (Kfk' Pk) cannot converge to zero, and a contradiction has been

reached. Thus, no such sequence k can exist, and the lemma is proved.

The next lemma establishes bounds for the Fourier transform of functions in .

It is used in the proof of theorem 12.
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Lemma 4: There exist a constant K and a positive integer r

such that for every 0 in -t,

sup eiWt, p(t)) K max sup (1 + t2)r (j)(t) (A16)

Proof: The proof is by contradiction. If expression (A16) cannot be satisfied for

all q in t by any particular pair of constants K, r, then there must exist sequences

k)in Jt and (wk) in R such that for every k,

e-iwkt' k kiW k (t >k max sup (1 + t2)k )(t)

k(-t) TI e k t

For each k, let Pk(t) = . Then k - 0 in t as k- ,

k max sup (1 + t2)k )(t)

j -k t

and since the Fourier transform is a continuous mapping from At to j , 4 k - 0 in

) as k - . Therefore sup '(w) -0 also. But wk) -ik k(t > 1

for every k, which is a contradiction.

Thus there can be no such sequences (Pk) and (wk, and there must be a constant

K and a positive integer r such that expression (A16) is satisfied for every 0 in Jt.

This statement completes the proof of lemma 4.

In the last section, two lemmas which are standard results in f-'(Rn) are required

and are stated here for convenience. The proofs of these lemmas are straightforward and

they will not be given here. (See ref. 12, p. 380.)

Lemma 5: If f is in e'(Rn), then tif = 0 if, and only if,

f = 6(ti) g

where g isin z"(Rn-1).
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Lemma 6: The distribution f in 0'(Rn) is independent of the

variables tl, *.., tk if, and only if,

f(tll, . tn) = 1tl .. ., tk) g(tk+1, . , tn)

where (tl, . ., tk) is the function which takes the constant

value 1 on Rk and g is in /'(Rn-k).
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